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INTRODUCTION
For fleets, paying attention to aerodynamic drag helps you save on fuel costs. Most of us have 
heard of the term “aerodynamic drag,” but do you know how important it is regarding fuel 
consumption? Overcoming aerodynamic drag might involve using up your fuel supply to move at a 
desirable speed, however you can improve this when you understand the types of forces moving 
along your vehicle and what you can do to promote proper airflow. Generally speaking, a truck that 
features a uniform build with rounded front-end surfaces can cut through the air more 
effectively than the models with rigid components near bumpers, grilles, and hoods. You can
also improve aerodynamics on your semi-trucks by upgrading exterior parts so that your 
truck remains flexible and can adapt to sudden changes during transit.

What is Aerodynamic Drag?
Aerodynamic drag is a mechanical 
force generated by the movement 
of the truck through the air as 
it accelerates forward. It can be 
thought of as air resistance. 
Essentially, it is an opposing force 
that your truck needs to overcome 
in order to move forward. The 
stronger the effects of drag, the 
more energy the truck requires to 
move at the desired speed. 
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There are two types of aerodynamic drag your truck experiences: pressure drag and skin friction 
drag.

Pressure drag is the result of air particles that are compressed in the front of the truck and spread 
out in the rear. This happens when layers of air swirl away from the surface and create a
phenomenon called turbulent flow. Since there is more pressure on the front than the back, drag 
occurs.

Skin friction drag is a result of air particles in the layer nearest the surface of the truck colliding with 
the surface of the truck and slowing it down.

The effect of skin friction drag on tractor trailers is minimal. However, because of the size and 
weight of trucks, it is difficult to shape them aerodynamically, making pressure drag a major prob-
lem. If you operate in cold conditions, the air is denser and aerodynamic drag is magnified even 
further.

The amount of work a truck must do to reduce drag creates a serious drain on fuel economy. The 
faster a truck goes, the greater the effect. The U.S. Department of Energy (“Technology Roadmap 
for the 21st Century Truck Program: A Government-Industry Research Partnership.” Technical 
Report 21CT-001, December 2000) found that 85 percent of the useful energy produced by your 
truck engine is the energy used to overcome aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance. Additionally, 
85 percent of the useful energy produced by the engine is used to overcome aerodynamic losses 
and rolling resistance. 

                “How Do Trucks Deal with Aerodynamic Drag?” MechStuff, 5 Mar. 2021, mechstuff.com/how-do-trucks-deal-with-aerodynamic-drag/.

CHAPTER 1: WHAT IMPACT DOES 
AERODYNAMIC DRAG HAVE ON 

TRUCKS?
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Before we get into specific devices that can help reduce aerodynamic drag, let’s look at what affects 
aero drag on a tractor trailer, and with those factors in mind, how do we decide what the target 
areas to reduce drag should be.

Several factors affect aerodynamic drag on a tractor trailer (shown in the figure below): 
 •The shape of the tractor cab, the transition between the back of the cab and the front of     
               the trailer (1)
 •The gap between the tractor and trailer (2)
 •The underbody of the truck (3)
 •The rear edge of the trailer (4)

Knowing these factors, the target areas to reduce aerodynamic drag are based on several things:
         • The cab should be shaped as aerodynamically as possible
         • The gap distance between tractor and trailer should be minimized 
         • Air should be blocked from underneath the truck 
         • The rear of the trailer should either be rounded or extended to create more of an 
 aerodynamic shape

CHAPTER 2: HOW CAN YOU       
REDUCE AERODYNAMIC DRAG?

https://theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/AERO_RR_Technologies_Whitepaper_FINAL_Oct2012.pdf
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TYPES OF AERODYNAMIC DEVICES
There are several common methods to reduce aerodynamic drag. One is to add features to your 
truck to give it aerodynamic properties.

There are several devices that can be utilized to help reduce aerodynamic drag and increase fuel 
savings for your fleet. 

VORTEX GENERATORS 
Vortex generators are commonly seen on aircraft, but the technology is slowly making its way to 
semi-trucks, trailers, and SUVs. These devices are small aerodynamic tabs that redirect airflow in 
areas that experience sudden drops in pressure. Place these installations near gaps on your 
semi-truck and along the back end of your rig to delay flow separation.
Drivers can attach vortex generators in seconds for stability, performance, and greater fuel 
efficiency.

FAIRINGS/SIDE SKIRTS
Reducing semi-truck drag is as easy as mounting panels to your vehicle. Fairings and side skirts 
perform a similar function but go by different names based on their location. The goal of a fairing 
or side skirt is to guide air in a linear direction, helping you achieve handling control and, of course, 
less drag.

Fairing panels are also known as “rear tails” or “trailer tails.” Place these devices at the back end of 
your semi-truck to limit the pressure vacuum causing unwanted drag. Simply remove the technology 
from the cargo area when you’re ready to open doors for deliveries.
Semi-truck side skirts sit between sections of trailer wheels and stop air particles from hitting rear 
axles.

Gap Reducers

TPMS

Low Rolling 
Resistance 
Dual-Sized 
Tires

Wide Base
Single Tires

Side Skirts
FLEXX

Boat Tails

Automatic Tire
Inflation System
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DRIVE FENDERS
Semi-truck drive fenders install around your vehicle’s wheel wells. Aerodynamic shapes make it 
possible for air particles to roll past tires and move in a linear path down the sides of the trailer. You 
will notice a difference in gas mileage while blocking rocks, dirt, and debris from kicking up.

MUD FLAPS WITH VENTS
Your fleet most likely left the production factory with rubber or PVC mud flaps. Use basic tools to 
swap these installations out for styles with vents allowing air to pass through seamlessly. Vented 
mudflaps also help reduce water from the wet roads spraying onto traffic arround you. 

WHEEL COVERS
Wheel covers are inserted into the wheel to move the airflow out around the tires. Your factory rims 
may have bumps, indentations, and holes where air can get trapped. Consider adding wheel covers 
to plug up these openings for significantly less drag near lug nuts and tires.

BOAT TAILS
These devices are placed at the rear of the trailer and taper to reduce the amount of wake at  
the rear of the vehicle. They can be inflatable, flexible or retractable to make loading easier.

All of these features are designed to turn your boxy, bulky truck from an object that fights wind into 
an object that “goes with the flow.” These additions change your truck’s shape so air flows over and 
around it rather than flowing into it or clinging to its surface. The result can be massive energy 
savings – up to several hundred gallons of fuel a year. Fleet Owner provides this example:

“Changing from 6mpg to 10mpg for 1 diesel truck leads to 6,667 fewer gallons of fuel burned over a 
100,000-mile year, which equates to a 40% reduction in costs and emissions.”

Aerodynamic devices are not a one-size-fits-all solution. The type of devices your fleet should use is 
dependent on the application, vehicle type, driving terrain, and more. It is common for different 
devices to complement each other and will then increase the reduction in drag.

 

https://www.fleetowner.com/industry-perspectives/ideaxchange/article/21142369/aero-trends-continue-to-improve-mpg
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CHAPTER 3: WHAT ARE THE         
BENEFITS OF ADOPTION?

Side Skirts 3% - 7% 

Boat Tails 3% - 5%

Gap Reducers 1% - 2%

Underbody Devices 2% - 5%

Low Rolling Resistance 
Tires 1% - 3%

Wide Base Single 
Tires 2% - 4%

TPMS 1%

Automatic Tire 
Inflation Systems 1%

FLEXX 3%

There are several benefits when considering whether or not to outfit your fleet with devices to 
decrease aerodynamic drag. 

FUEL SAVINGS
One of the primary reasons to use aerodynamic devices is the improvement of fuel economy.  
SmartWay found that by using fairings you can save up to 184 gallons of fuel a year. Testing was 
also done on standard side skirts and showed a savings of 750 gallons per year, while extended 
skirts running the full length of the trailer saved around 950 gallons of fuel. Below you can see the 
other types of technologies and what their fuel savings potential can be with adoption. 

SPLASH/SPRAY REDUCTION
Using fenders or mudflaps can create a reduction in the amount of spray generated on the highway 
during wet weather and road conditions. 

DRIVER FATIGUE REDUCTION
Drivers suggest that by driving a truck with aerodynamic devices, the truck is usually easier to 
handle. This makes the driving less taxing because they do not need to correct their steering as 
often.
 

https://www.truckinginfo.com/156805/7-ways-aerodynamics-save-fuel
https://www.truckinginfo.com/156805/7-ways-aerodynamics-save-fuel
https://www.truckinginfo.com/156805/7-ways-aerodynamics-save-fuel
https://nacfe.org/technology/trailer-rear-devices/
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A solution that is often overlooked when thinking about fuel efficiency is balanced tires. Low rolling 
resistance tires were created to address aerodynamic drag, but it is still important to make sure 
they are balanced. How do unbalanced tires negatively affect your bottom line?
         •Too much vibration
         • Uneven Treadwear
         • Increased fuel costs 

If you’re going to invest in low rolling resistance tires, it’s important to balance them. Unbalanced 
tires cause vibration, resulting in energy loss, ultimately impacting the fuel consumed to drive the 
truck, leading to a reduction in fuel savings. This, in turn, cancels out the benefits of the low rolling 
resistance tires. 
 
Using an internal balancer that adapts, like FLEXX, as another method to reduce aerodynamic drag 
is beneficial because it keeps your tires balanced by adapting to road, speed, and load forces. This 
will result in even tire wear increased fuel efficiency. A progressive Midwest fleet found that using 
FLEXX saved them $243,570 in fuel alone annually and their combined savings for fuel and tires 
was $671,600. Making sure your tires are balanced will multiply the other devices’ effects, 
compounding them to increase your overall fuel savings. 

CHAPTER 4: WHAT OTHER  
RECOMMENDATIONS ARE THERE?

https://www.imiproducts.com/our-solutions/imi-flexx/imi-flexx-how-it-works/
https://www.imiproducts.com/wp-content/uploads/IMI_Case-Study_Progressive-Fleet-and-IMI-FLEXX.pdf
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LOOKING AHEAD

The trucking industry is starting to see an increase in adoption with different aerodynamic devices. 
This is largely due to government mandated regulations. Although it may be required, aerodynam-
ic devices will lead to fuel economy improvements, making fleets open to the idea of other device 
options. 

Looking ahead, there is expected to be a trend of trailer manufacturers providing complete 
aerodynamic device options during the build of the trailer. We can expect to see another upcoming 
trend toward eliminating driver involvement when it comes to deploying aero devices. Manufacturers 
are working to develop lower-maintenance devices that won’t require the driver to deploy them.  

        

 

LRR Dual Tires 50%

Side Skirts 40%

Automatic Tire Inflation Systems 30%

Wide Base Single Tires 10%

TPMS 10%

Underbody Devices 3%

Gap Reducers <1%

ADOPTION OF NEW TRAILER SALES
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